# IELTS

**(12 x 2 hour classes)**

A recreational English course for IELTS exam

**Book:** IELTS Intensive (ISBN 978-1-909783-21-8)

Units 1 to 4 plus various practice tests

---

**Topics**
- Education, Society, Communication, Travel

**Language Focus**
- Writing Task 1 describing data trends, comparing and contrasting data sets, describing changes, describing flow charts. Writing Task 2 practice introductions, rewording, clarifying your opinion, connecting ideas.
- Reading: matching sentence endings, identifying writer’s views, identifying parallel expressions, sentence completion, multiple choice.
- Listening: form completion, labelling a map, short answer questions, choosing from a list, note completion.
- Speaking: speaking for one to two minutes on a topic, discussing the topic, using sentence stress.
- Various vocabulary and grammar sheets as needed.